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 The Baltic Sea is a unique water body. Its environmental problems are 
closely linked to many aspects of economic activities of people, such as energy 
production and consumption, industry, forestry, agriculture, fi sheries, tourism, 
transport.

 It was long ago that the residents of the Baltic Sea region realized the 
dimensions of the environmental challenges they face. These challenges can be 
solved only with combined eff orts of all countries. That is why an international 
Baltic Sea Action Plan was developed as a comprehensive programme to 
restore the environment of the Baltic Sea region. The Plan envisages reduction 
of nutrient inputs into the Baltic Sea, biodiversity conservation, reduction of 
pollutant inputs from ships and many other targets.

 Aiming to involve young generation in tackling the problems of the 
Baltic Sea, the Ministry of the Environment of Finland, the Committee for 
Nature Use, Environmental Protection and Ecological Safety of the City of             
St. Petersburg, City of Kotka, City of Turku, the Commission on Environment 
of Union of the Baltic Cities, a Finnish NGO “VALONIA” organized a Russian-
Finnish comics competition for school students “WHAT CAN YOU DO FOR THE 
BALTIC SEA”. This is our joint contribution to the implementation of the Baltic 
Sea Action Plan.

 More than 200 comics were submitted by Finnish and Russian school 
students for the competition. On February 3, 2011 the international jury made 
its decision:

The I prize was awarded to the comics by Olga Ostapenko, school № 466, “We 
want a clean Baltic Sea”

The II prize was awarded to the comics by Karolina Nieminen, Kaarina high 
school, “Even once is too much”

The III prize was awarded to the comics by Polina Frolova, Centre for 
environmental education of Kirovsky district, lyceum №389, “Save the Baltic 
Sea”.
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I’m Petya, 
I’m Vanya

We are 
friends

Let’s play ball
Hot! Let’s go 
swimming

«We want a clean Baltic Sea»Olga Ostapenko
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Swimming is 

prohibited!

Let’s swim! Pay no 
attention Swim here

«We want a clean Baltic Sea»Olga Ostapenko

Oh! What is it?
Let’s go home 

Why are they so 
many?

These are blue-
green algae

Aha! Because of 
washing powder with 

phosphorus
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There are 
phosphorus-free 

detergents! 

Mom, please, buy 
phosphorus-free 
washing powder!

We should tell 
everyone!

What is to be 
done?

How do they get 
into the water?

You see, we all wash…

Phosphorus is a good food for 
the blue-green algae

«We want a clean Baltic Sea»Olga Ostapenko
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Buy washing powder with 

low phosphorus content. 

Save the Baltic Sea!

«We want a clean Baltic Sea»Olga Ostapenko
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«Even once is too much»Karolina Nieminen

Only once
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«Even once is too much»Karolina Nieminen

Only once
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«Even once is too much»Karolina Nieminen

Only once
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«Even once is too much»Karolina Nieminen

Small
         streams
give rise
     to a large
                 sea
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«Save the Baltic Sea»Polina Frolova

Savethe Baltic Sea
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«Save the Baltic Sea»Polina Frolova

These are the heroes of our 

comics
Gleb

Dan

Ден

Nika

The summer holidays have started, 

and the friends are discussing 

where they will spend them

Mila

Kostya

I will go to the 

Red Sea

I go to Turkey 

on the Black 

Sea

And I go to the 

Aegean Sea

I will be on 

the Sea of 

Azov

And I will go to my 

favorite Baltics
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«Save the Baltic Sea»Polina Frolova

No, my friends! You’re wrong!  Now 

I’ll show you the photos I made last 

summer, and you will see that it’s just 

great there! Besides, it’s OUR sea!

What can be 

interesting there?

I think, it’s no fun!

Come on, Kostya, it’s 

boring

There is a big diversity of fi sh species 

in the Baltic Sea. Unfortunately, 26 of 

them are endangered, more than half 

are listed in the Red Book.

On the shores of the Baltic Sea special 

pine trees grow - ship pines. Most 

durable masts for ships are made of 

them.
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«Save the Baltic Sea»Polina Frolova

In the cold waters of the sea a 

beautiful creature lives – ringed seal. 

This is the smallest species of seals!

On the coast one can fi nd amber, a 

wonderfully beautiful stone. People 

call it «gold of the Baltics». This is 

fossilized tar of trees that grew on this 

planet millions of years ago

Give me more 

pictures to see!

That’s true!  We 

could go hiking 

there for a few 

days ...

Hey, Kostya! It looks like a 

really beautiful place!

We must 

defi nitely go 

there

Nice pictures. What a 

beautiful place, I did 

not even know
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«Save the Baltic Sea»Polina Frolova

Of course, 

if someone 

helps you

It’s easy

Guys! 

Keep up! 

We are there soon!

How beautiful! 

A few days later, our heroes went 

hiking
A few minutes later

I told you 

that it is very 

close. Hot! 

... Let’s go 

swimming

Swimming is 

prohibited!
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«Save the Baltic Sea»Polina Frolova

Oh look, poor bird,  

it may die   

What to do with 

the garbage? 

It spoils the 

view, and it is 

dangerous as 

well!

Guys, we must 

do everything we 

can! Who is with 

me?

Do not worry, I want 

to help you
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«Save the Baltic Sea»Polina Frolova

Через несколько дней наши герои 

отправились в поход

While camping, we collected mountains 

of garbage!

We will help

the Baltic Sea

We found a place to swim and a clean 

beach, where we could enjoy the 

beauty of OUR sea

Next year we will take our friends and 

parents with us to clean up the Baltic 

coast together.  Are you with us?


